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TRU-III Track Resonant Unit 
 

The TRU-III Track Resonant Unit represents the 

latest advancement in steady energy track circuit 

applications, replacing Hitachi Rail STS USA’s 

previous TRU-II product and earlier centrifugal 

relays.  TRU-III is designed to operate at three 

different track circuit frequencies (only two for 

TRU-II), in AC or DC propulsion territories, and 

with or without cab signaling.  Because the unit’s 

output switches directly from “on” to “off”, there 

is no need to employ a track relay with a high 

drop-away to pick-up ratio.  TRU-III delivers a DC 

output sufficient to drive an ordinary-acting relay 

(e.g. PN-150B), or supply a direct input to a vital 

interlocking controller such as our MicroLok
®
 II 

system. 

 

Description 

Operation and Application 

TRU-III is used as a train detection device primarily 
intended for use with either AC or DC propulsion 
territories.  One input is connected to the track through 
a 10:1 step-up transformer.  A second input (Local) is 
connected to 115 volts AC.  Two versions of TRU-III, 
for 91.67 Hz and 100 Hz track circuits, are designed 
as direct replacements for TRU-II.  An additional unit 
is calibrated for operation with 250 Hz track circuits.  
All versions function in much the same way as the 
original TRU-II by requiring a track and local input and 
having equivalent operating points.  The 91.67 and 
100 Hz models have a nominal pick-up voltage of 8.0 
Vdc (+ 10%), while the 250 Hz model picks at 4.6 Vdc 
(+ 10%). 

Operation of TRU-III is based on independent 
measurements of the phase between the local and the 
track inputs and absolute measurement of track signal 
strength.  The two independent measurements are 
used to satisfy a vital “AND” gate decision and are 
combined to create a DC output.  If the two inputs are 
out of phase, the TRU-III will not produce an output.  
Series-tuned LC filters for both local and track inputs 
offer disruption immunity to propulsion harmonics for 
the 91.67 Hz and 100 Hz units. 

The Local input of the 250 Hz TRU-III unit is not tuned.  
A series inductor located inside the unit provides 
phase compensation to ensure operation with the 
longer track circuits with poor ballast.  The 250 Hz unit 
is not recommended in applications where the 250 Hz  

 

 
signal is carried over a pilot line parallel to the track.  
The 250 Hz signal is fed from a common point.  
Feeding from a common point minimizes induced 
interference from propulsion power. 

TRU-III offers several important improvements over 
TRU-II and electromechanical vane relays.  With these 
earlier devices, the output is based on the product of 
the local and track voltage inputs and their phase 
relationship. The operating point or pickup varies with 
magnitude of the local voltage and phase angle with 
the track voltage.  There is a naturally occurring phase 
shift in a track circuit that occurs with ballast variation. 
Thus, the pick-up also varies.  With the TRU-III unit, 
there is no variation of pickup either from local voltage 
or phase difference.  Correspondingly, no phase 
correction is necessary. 

Note:  A Reset Module is available to augment TRU-III 
in cab signal applications.  This module provides an 
input to a MicroLok II unit in order to initiate logic after 
a cab signal track circuit has been shunted without a 
train progressing from one track circuit to another.  
Refer to RSE-4D3 for additional information on the 
Reset Module. 
 

Unit Design (cont’d) 

The TRU-III unit is repackaged in a PN-250 style plug-
in relay housing, but contains all solid-state 
components.  Thus, it requires no periodic 
maintenance, testing or calibration.  If the unit is faulty, 
it is replaced as a complete plug-in assembly.  Front- 
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TRU-III Track Resonant Unit 

Typical TRU-III Application 

 

Unit Design (cont’d) 

facing LEDs monitor track circuit status.  A green LED 
illuminates when the track circuit is unoccupied and 
functioning properly.  A yellow LED indicates a 
marginally operating track circuit.  Rear pin 
assignments are marked by row and column for 
“Local”, “Track” and “Output”.  Polarity symbols for 
local and track represent the phase relationship for the 
unit to respond.  The index pins align with holes in the 
mounting base to prevent a unit from being incorrectly 
inserted into a base. 

 

Advantages 

 Replaces TRU-II and centrifugal relays with 
enhanced capabilities. 

 Additional model available for 250 Hz track circuit 
applications. 

 Does not require output relay with high drop-to-pick 
ratio; ordinary-acting (e.g. PN-150) is suitable. 

Advantages (cont’d) 

 Can supply direct output to MicroLok II or similar 
vital controller. 

 No variation of pickup either from local voltage or 
phase difference (phase correction unnecessary). 

 Reset Module available for cab signal applications 
with MicroLok II (refer to RSE-4D3). 

 Uses PN-250-style plug-in relay housing for ease of 
installation/removal. 

 LEDs indicate track circuit status. 

 No calibration, maintenance or testing required. 

 

Specifications 

Weight: 6.0 lbs. (2.7 kg) 

Operating Temp. Range: -40
o
C to +70

o
C 

Vibration Limit: Class A (1.5 gs peak) 
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Specifications (cont’d) 

Isolation V. (All Points): 2000 Vrms 

Control Input Impedance: 100 ohms 

Local Power and VA: Power = 4.85W; 6.33 VA 

Local Input Impedance: 100 ohms 

Operating Frequency: N14000202:  91.67 Hz 

 N14000201:  100 Hz 

 N14000203:  250 Hz 

Pick-Up Voltage*: 91.67 and 100 Hz units:  
8.0 Vdc, +10% 

 250 Hz Unit:  4.6 Vdc, 
+10% 

 *Interface Relay pick-up 
voltage must be above 1 
Vdc 

Drop-Away Voltage: 90% of pick-up minimum 

Phase Angle Range: Local to control:  -30 to 60 
deg. track lagging local 

DC Output Voltage: 13.5 Vdc (nom.) 

Pick-Up Time**: 40 milliseconds 

Pick-Up Time: @ Vtrack = 10V:  64 
milliseconds 

Specifications (cont’d) 

Drop-Away Time: @ Vtrack = 10V:  172 
milliseconds 

Pick-Up Time: @ Vtrack = 15V:  40 
milliseconds 

Drop-Away Time: @ Vtrack = 15V:  280 
milliseconds 

**If TRU-III is driving a 400 ohm PN-150B relay, add 
180 milliseconds to pick-up time to close front 
contacts and 150 milliseconds to drop-away time to 
open front contacts. 

 

Ordering and Additional Information 

 Refer to ordering tabulation for TRU-III part 
numbers. 

 Refer to RSE-4D3 for Reset Module ordering 
information. 

 For additional TRU-III technical data, request 
Service Manual SM-3C2.0001. 

 Contact your Hitachi Rail STS USA Account 
Executive or any required product application 
information. 

 

TRU-III Track Resonant Unit

Order No. Description (Freq.)

N14000201 100 Hz

N14000202 91.67 Hz  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MicroLok® is a registered trademark of Hitachi Rail STS USA, Inc. 
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